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LXX Is of so much help to us, where we flnod the matter of the understanding

ox in recognizing that the LXX there has a correct interpretation as proven

by the fact that the ... but that the argumentE is based upon the difference o&

between the LXX ne.dt-h- and the Hebrew and ... and so that is... so lower criticism

has a very great importance fa the study of ... it is very lmportantx...Now,

capital C. Higher Criticism, Under tIet number one, does Malachi nan my

messenger, nobody knws. Was .... it doesn't say so... now, we figure that

this preacher was Solos mon. But wefead as you feas- read about Solomon

sometimes you wonder how much of a preacher he was. Ecciesiastes I think

was by Solomon, but ... of a different authorship. there k is nothing wrong

with higher criticism. It is a good help in Bible studyk. But number two, the

rise of the Destructive Gbftlodin Criticism. 200 years ago in France there began

the movement of the Destructive Criticism. ..until 50 years later, a whole

school of scholars. Notice that the ... and this movement reached its k great

height in the 19th century, and then was practically discarded except in reaclation

to the Bible. But in dx relation to the Bible, it has continued to thre present

day. And practically every university in the world where anything is tag-taught

about the Bible they lx t1 thc teach the higher criticism, aril the hgc higher criticism

is taught in practically every w1-vei4e university in the world and in practically

every seminary that is over 40 years old in the world. Ard we have today

and44-t a large group of Christian people who think that higher criticism is just

a terrible thing and will have nothing to do with it, and we have the bulk of our

eduüated classes who have anything about the lx Bible in their 907 schools are

taught that this is established fact. Moses didn't write the Pentateuch, it

was written by the JEDP write9crs. There is the first Isa. , the second Isa., and
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